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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

Boys in the Boat is a story about perseverance, but it is also a document of the collaboration that 
made the film possible and the teamwork we were fortunate enough to observe. When we be-
gan filming, we were unprepared for how immersed in the personal lives of these rowers we 
would become and how accommodating they would be as we recorded them over two busy, in-
volved months. We were up in the mornings with them, sometimes in unpredictable and uncer-
tain weather, and we came to share meals and deeply personal milestones in these men’s lives. 

As we traveled throughout the nation’s capital and beyond to record races and meets, we were deter-
mined to tell a story that would forego easy answers and sentimentality for honesty: The hardships just 
as much as the victories and the disappointments just as much as the successes. Just as we saw these 
athletes become more confident in their abilities and assertive in their lives, our technical abilities grew to 
complement our narrative. As we all have family and friends affected by some of the same questions and 
conditions as our film’s subjects, we wanted to prompt sincere engagement and empathy from viewers.

Daniel James Brown’s original The Boys in the Boat documented working-class men who com-
peted for glory and gold in the 1936 Olympics to buck the perception of elitism in their 
sport. The young rowers of Athletes Without Limits face challenges every day with humili-
ty and honesty that reach for the heroic and, we hope, can be spotlighted and celebrated as such. 

We had crew members who knew nothing about rowing that promised themselves they’d start boat-
ing after filming wrapped. We had athletes’ family members dismiss their own standing only to discov-
er they had stories they were waiting their entire lives to share. We believe that the timing, in an uncer-
tain world where so many have so much to say, makes this an essential document. As much as it is the 
story of these athletes, we believe it resonates well beyond them and we are thrilled to share it with you.

-The Boys In The Boat Crew: Nive, Ted, Edwin, Renee, JJ, Christa, Adesola
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LOGLINE    

A crew of young rowers with intellectual disabilities thrive on the com-
panionship and routine that comes with being part of a team.  While 
some train to compete in a prestigious regatta, others face seemingly 

insurmountable obstacles as they navigate toward adulthood.

SYNOPSIS
 

Two young rowers with intellectual disabilities thrive on the compan-
ionship and routine that comes with being part of a team.  Luke is an 
exuberant athlete who rows on his high-school team and seeks accept-
ance from his peers.  Ben, a socially-conscious student, is about to grad-
uate from the familiar world of high school.  These athletes row for dif-
ferent reasons, but both find it helps them challenge everyday stigma.  
When offered the chance to compete in the world’s largest high school 
regatta, Luke trains to win a championship that represents acceptance 
as a true competitor.  But, as graduation approaches, Ben faces seem-
ingly insurmountable obstacles as he navigates toward adulthood.
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NIVE DAS | PRODUCER, DIRECTOR, WRITER, SUPERVISING EDITOR

A little bit of this, a little bit of that, and a whole lot of sass!
 

Nive has over 20 years of advocacy, project management and evaluation experience on international 
development projects. On her travels, she has heard many powerful stories.These encounters, and an 
itch to help others tell their truths on their own terms, brought her to the wonderful world of film-
making. Nive has produced, shot and edited stop motion videos, news and cultural shorts for  various 
outlets. Nive holds a B.A. in Political Science and Global Studies from Wittenberg University, a M.A. in 
Participation, Power, and Social Change from the Institute of Development Studies at the University of 
Sussex, a Multimedia Storytelling Certification from Columbia University School of Journalism, and a 
Graduate Certification in Documentary Filmmaking from George Washington University.Moving for-
ward, Nive hopes to prove that anything is possible if you put your mind to it with a good group of peo-

ple and a healthy dose of bad ideas. 

TED HORNICK | PRODUCER, DIRECTOR, SCRIPT SUPERVISOR, WRITER

Ted Hornick is thrilled to be making his documentary debut with The Boys in the Boat. Ted is a grad-
uate of Kenyon College in Gambier, Ohio and the Salt Institute for Documentary Studies in Port-
land, Maine. His web short Scene of the Rhyme was screened at the New Media Film Festival in 
2011. Ted attended the University of Toronto’s “New Narrative” conferences from 2008 to 2012, where 
he lectured on contemporary cartoonists including Evan Dorkin, Daniel Clowes and Chris Onstad.

CREW
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RENEE BULLOCK | ASSOCIATE PRODUCER, WRITER, CINEMATOGRAPHER, SOUND MIXER 

Renee Bullock is thrilled to have fulf illed a personal dream of creating a documentary f ilm and looks 
forward to bringing more f ilms to life.  A long-time fan of the genre, Renee believes that true sto-
ries are more compelling than f iction. She is a graduate of the Institute for Documentary Filmmak-
ing at George Washington University. A former reporter who covered politics for Fox News, she has 
contributed articles to the New York Times and the New York Post; she earned her B.A. in Journal-
ism and Communications from The City University of New York.  Renee concurs with a statement 
by legendary documentarian Werner Herzog, who said cinema’s deep, poetic truth is “mysteri-
ous and elusive, and can be reached only through fabrication and imagination and stylization.” A 
former rock band guitarist, Renee drew inspiration from the music of punk pioneer Iggy Pop dur-
ing the vagaries of f ilm production. Originally from Toronto, Renee resides in Washington, D.C.

EDWIN FLORES | ASSOCIATE PRODUCER, CINEMATOGRAPHER, SUPERVISING EDITOR, SOUND MIXER

Edwin Flores is a public health advocate who uses media to amplify underrepresented narratives 
to enrich our understanding of diversity, inclusion, and equity. A communications strategist, Ed-
win is eager to engage communities and turn their “likes” into thriving lifestyles. He is current-
ly pursuing a master’s degree at The George Washington University in Health Communication and 
Media Marketing. When he isn't creating content, Edwin typically spends his time binging on re-
ality TV, tipping drag queens and browsing Amazon in search of products for his feral cat Oliver.
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JJ LUCENO | ASSOCIATE PRODUCER, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH, WRITER, EDITOR 

J.J. is usually found tightroping between the plant world and the story universe.  She has worked as 
an educator in a DC-based community health center that serves immigrants, refugees and many of 
DC’s most medically-excluded residents. She believes in the undeniable need for liberation medi-
cine and hopes that storytelling can help us illuminate and collectively reimagine new ways of be-
ing in the world. Once she realized documentary film could transmit and amplify the heartbeat of a 
human story, she was hooked. She studied at George Washington University Institute for Documen-
tary Filmmaking and completed her undergraduate studies in Community Health at Dickinson College.

CHRISTA FORMAN | SCRIPT SUPERVISOR, LEAD WRITER, CINEMATOGRAPHER, EDITOR, SOUND MIXER 
 
Christa   Forman is a documentary filmmaker,   screenwriter, and lawyer.  After practicing law for many 
years, she realized that she is passionate about effecting change through story-telling.  She seeks to cre-
ate films that serve as counter-narratives and challenge the status quo, particularly relating to race and 
identity.  She holds a graduate certificate in documentary filmmaking from the Institute of Documen-
tary Filmmaking at The George Washington University, a B.A. in international studies from Trinity College 
(Hartford, CT), and a Juris Doctorate from Howard University School of Law.  

ADESOLA FASORO | DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY, EDITOR, SOUND MIXER 
 
Adesol Fasoro is a cinematographer and editor as well as a budding filmmaker.  While she was grow-
ing up in Nigeria, Adesola developed a fascination for storytelling and its ability to influence behav-
ior. She is passionate about telling the story of her homeland and the beauty of Africa. When she 
isn’t thinking about her next big film, Adesola can be found cooking and eating Jollof rice. She grad-
uated from George Washington University’s Institute for Documentary Filmmaking and com-
pleted her undergraduate degree in Mass Communications at Covenant University in Nigeria.
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FAQ

What was the timetable for production of Boys in the Boat?

Roughly two months from initial introductions and research in late April to screening 
the finished film with our subjects on June 29th in conjunction with the Documentary 
Center at George Washington University. Filmmakers at GWU follow a very strict pro-
duction schedule. The crew consisted of seven members. Production spanned from the 

metro-Washington D.C. region and adjoining areas to New Jersey.

What equipment was used in the production?

Filming took place on three Panasonic HVX-200 cameras as well as two GoPro’s and 
an DJI Osmo. Adobe Premiere Pro was used to edit video and Adobe Auditon was 

used to edit sound. 
.  

Can you discuss the title?

Daniel James Brown’s 2013 book The Boys in the Boat was certainly a point of research 
and starting point in our production but one we ultimately diverged from. The title 
resonates as it speaks to the themes of inclusion and collaboration that we depict.

What has the response to the film been like?

The athletes and families involved as well as Athelethes Without Limits have been en-
thusiastic, supportive and cooperative at every stage of production, including viewing 
the finished product. We are very excited for any chance to work with them in the future!

Do any of the filmmakers row?

No but we have had at least two promise to start!



NIVE DAS & TED HORNICK 
NINA GILDEN SEAVEY & SAM SHELINE
EDWIN FLORES, JJ LUCENO, RENEE BULLOCK

BY CHRISTA FORMAN, JJ LUCENO, RENEE BULLOCK, TED HORNICK, NIVE DAS

ADESOLA FASARO
EDWIN FLORES, RENEE BULLOCK, CHRISTA FORMAN

NIVE DAS & EDWIN FLORES
CHRISTA FORMAN, JJ LUCENO, ADESOLA FASORO

RENEE BULLOCK, ADESOLA FASORO, EDWIN FLORES, CHRISTA FORMAN, TED HORNICK
 
INTO EXISTENCE BY ELLIOT MIDDLETON
GREATNESS BY DELICATE BEATS
FINDING FIREFLIES BY BIG SCORE AUDIO
INTIMATE AND SPARSE 2 BY JONAS ELANDER

COACH PATRICK JOHNSON, BARRY & JULIE HOLMAN, THE ARNOLD FAMILY: LUKE, TORY, JOHN, ORION, 
GARY, THE MCGANNFAMILY: BENJAMIN, BERTRA, STEVEN, BRAD, THE CONSTANDY FAMILY: MAX, MICHAEL, 
CAROLINE, DEBBIE, THE GULYN FAMILY: DANNY, LINDA, THE WORLEY FAMILY: MARK, BRUCE, ANN, JOHN, 
THE BOATNER FAMILY: JUSTIN, ELLA, THE GARCIA FAMILY: JESSE, FAVIO, VINAY D’SOUZA, AWL ASSISTANT 
COACH: JAMES LEWISKI, INCLUSION ROWING PARTNERS: KEVIN, COLE CARRINGTON, SEAN GIBBONS, DAI-
LEE J. WOODY, BROOK YIMER, DC STROKES: ADAM KUNTZ, BRIAN L. FOREHAND, STOTESBURY CUP REGATTA 
(SCHUYKILL NAVY OF PHILADELPHIA): MARIE LEONARD, BONNIE MUELLER, THE LAKE BRADDOCK HIGH 
SCHOOL CREW, ATHLETES, COACHES, PARENTS, VOLUNTEERS, WAKEFIELD HIGH SCHOOL  COACHES, PAR-
ENTS, VOLUNTEERS, BISHOP IRETON HIGH SCHOOL COACHES, PARENTS, VOLUNTEERS, USROWING: PATRICK 
MCNERNEY, TOM DARLING, ATHLETES WITHOUT LIMIT, THE DOCUMENTARY CENTER AT GEORGE WASHING-
TON UNIVERSITY, ANAR VIRJI, OUR FAMILIES AND FRIENDS, TEAM LION

A COLD CAVE PRODUCTION IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERITY PRESENTS
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EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS 
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DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY 
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SOUND RECORDING, DESIGN,MIX

MUSIC
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